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1.0 Introduction

PRELIMINARY SITE PLANNING
HABITAT ENHANCEMENT FOR ENDANGERED
FISH SPECIES AT BARKLEY SPRINGS –
UPPER KLAMATH LAKE, OREGON

1.0 INTRODUCTION
This project contributes toward the long term recovery objectives for two endemic
fish species—short-nose sucker (Chasmistes brevirostris) and Lost River sucker
(Deltistes luxatus) identified as endangered species in Upper Klamath Lake. This
planning study was undertaken by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation)
in cooperation with the Klamath Watershed Council (KWC) and the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (FWS). Preliminary study planning described in this report was
coordinated through the Barkley Springs (BSP) workgroup with participants from
KWC, FWS, Reclamation, Klamath Tribes, Klamath County Parks, Oregon State
Marine Board, Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, the Nature Conservancy
and the Klamath Board of Environment and Fisheries.
Barkley Springs are an artesian water source that flows into small interconnected
ponds in Hagelstein Park, a Klamath County public park located along the eastern
shoreline of Upper Klamath Lake (UKL), about 10 miles north of Klamath Falls,
Oregon. Historically, these freshwater springs flowed through a much larger area
of aquatic and emergent vegetation along the fringes of UKL that provided vital
habitat for native fishes during critical life-cycle stages. This extensive, diverse,
spring-fed habitat was highly modified by the railroad and highway construction,
and nearby agriculture. Today, the springs flow in defined ponds within the park,
then through a long, wide constructed channel that carries the spring flows under
State Highway 97 and the railroad tracks before entering the lake.
Conceptual plans for restoring fish habitat at Barkley Springs were described in a
Klamath Watershed Council report (concept report), prepared by Inter-Fluve, Inc
(IFI, 2006). In particular, the concept report outlined a strategy for constructing
emergent marsh benches along the existing pond margins to alter water flow and
establish bottom substrate conditions that are conducive for the species spawning
needs. This study carries site planning further, to incorporate site surveying and
topographic base mapping, to evaluate restoration options for both the north and
south spring areas, and prepare preliminary-level site plans for spawning habitat
enhancements. The resulting site plan, profile, and detail drawings, construction
quantity estimates, site management considerations, and additional information
needs are summarized in this report to assist in subsequent planning and design,
project construction, planting, and site management efforts.
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1.1

Objectives and Approach

The overall goal of this effort is to restore and/or enhance spawning habitat at the
Barkley Springs site for Klamath Lake suckers by improving the flow conditions
over a suitable gravel/cobble stream bottom. Habitat functions for other fish or
biota using the site area are secondary. Specific objectives for these preliminary
site planning investigations are:
•
•
•

Collect data, conduct site surveying, and prepare contour base mapping
that accurately depicts the existing site conditions.
Evaluate options that integrate prevalent site conditions, habitat goals, and
practical construction or site management considerations.
Prepare preliminary site plans, estimate site work quantities, and identify
critical factors that could influence further project planning.

The approach shifted during the course of this investigation. The initial focus on
using simple, low-cost methods to improve habitat expanded to emphasize more
detailed evaluation of options to address annual lake water level fluctuations that
affect site conditions. The BSP workgroup discussed site options to develop an
effective means to integrate the spawning habitat goals with practical engineering
and site management considerations.

1.2

Long Term Planning Perspective

Historic conditions described in the concept report (IFI, 2006) are worth review to
consider the on-site habitat features within a long term perspective. Changes that
have occurred in the site conditions are apparent by comparing aerial photographs
taken in 1940 and 2005 shown in figure 1 (left and right respectively).
1940

2005

Figure 1. Barkley Springs site (triangular area) aerial photographs showing major
changes in site conditions from 1940 to 2005 (adapted from IFI, 2006).
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In 1940, the spring flows were already partially channelized and cut off from the
emergent wetland area that is visible in the lake. By 2005, the outlet channel is
confined between the highway and the railroad grades and the park landscaping
and parking lot have created compacted banks around the ponds. The residual
emergent marsh in the lake appears deteriorated and reduced in size. The historic,
undisturbed condition with direct connection of consistent freshwater spring flows
through the fringe wetlands and out into the lake provides a long term perspective
for improving aquatic habitat at Barkley Springs.
The undisturbed transitional spring-fed wetlands area was very porous and subject
to dynamic variations in vegetation and annual lake water levels. For example, at
high water levels more of the area was inundated to create multiple flow paths in
the upper spring-fed wetland areas, while at low water, the spring outflows could
follow deeper channels and provide a scouring flow to regenerate and irrigate the
bottom gravels that are important for spawning and egg survival.
The concept report and this preliminary planning only address on-site features to
improve spawning habitat as an identified priority action. Improved passage to
Upper Klamath Lake and re-connection to the lake transitional wetlands were also
discussed at BSP workgroup meetings. Current on-site habitat enhancements and
potential future restoration considerations are summarized in table 1.

Table 1. Long term planning perspective for improving habitat values for endangered
Klamath Lake sucker species at the Barkley Springs site.
Major phases

Habitat restoration considerations

Present 1 – Spawning
habitat improvements at
Barkley Springs within
Haglestein Park

Klamath Lake suckers historically used Barkley Springs and spawning habitat
is an identified priority for species recovery. Barkley Springs flow into highly
modified pond areas and thereby offer the potential for restoring physical and
hydrologic conditions to provide habitat more conducive for spawning.
Key factors: High priority; appears feasible within KWC and BSP workgroup;
uncertainties include specific habitat needs, fish passage, park user impacts,
active site management, chemical or biochemical interactions.

Future 2 – Modify the
existing spring channel
to improve fish passage
to the lake

Spring outflows are conveyed in an exposed, constructed channel that runs
between the highway and railroad tracks before entering the lake. Modifying
the channel to have deeper water, shade, or protective cover could improve
fish passage habitat between the lake and upper spring flow areas.
Key factors: Existing outlet channel is in highway and railroad right-of-way;
data collection needs; uncertainties as to physical, hydrologic, or chemical
habitat implications of channel alignment and proximity.

Future 3 – Reconnect
spring channel directly
to residual wetlands in
Upper Klamath Lake

Historically, the natural springs flowed into extensive, emergent-marsh fringe
wetlands along the shallow southeast shore of the lake. New culverts under
the highway and railroad tracks could directly re-connect the spring outflows
to the lake marsh to provide shorter fish passage distance and expand the
area of transitional spring inflow / lake marsh habitat values.
Key factors: Right-of-way, easements, and high costs are significant factors
for constructing new culverts; transitional habitat functions and values are not
well-documented or are uncertain and require additional study.
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1.3

Options and Current Status Summary

Preliminary site planning evaluated different options to create effective spawning
habitat within the existing site topography, hydrologic conditions, and park use
activities. The overall planning sequence, description of site options, and current
status are summarized in table 2.

Table 2. Summary of options evaluated and current status of site plans for improving
Klamath Lake sucker spawning habitat at Barkley Springs.
Options / Status

Description

Conceptual Level
Planning

Concept for building bench wetlands along existing site pond banks to create a
narrower central flow path with increased flow velocities over gravels to enhance
spawning habitat. This initial study did not have base survey mapping available
and the hydraulic conditions are not addressed in detail. Concept report implies
existing water controls are retained to regulate north pond depths and the south
pond channel area remains under influence of lake level fluctuations.

Completed – findings
summarized in concept
report (IFI, 2006).

Preliminary Design
Options A & B
Option A staged approach
eliminated. Option B north
pond carried forward.

Preliminary Design
Options C1 & C2
Option C1 raised channel
eliminated, C2 south area
plan carried forward.

Preliminary Design
Options D & D2
Option D “hybrid” adjusted
into the Option D2 finished
preliminary site plans.
Current status to date

Porous bench wetlands (based on concept plan) proposed for north pond. Four
small outlet control channels proposed to regulate flow into south pond area and
give water control flexibility. Outlet channels and porous wetland features were
both modified later. Created bench wetlands included along lower south channel
banks, although annual lake level drawdown would create dry banks and retain
the existing short and steep flow channel from the south springs.
Evaluated two concepts for addressing the flow conditions in the south channel
area. Option C1 examined raising the entire area with fill material to create a new
channel perched above the lake high water level with a large drop at the end to tie
into existing bottom grades. Option C2 also has a new channel—at 2 feet lower
elevation to allow inundation during annual high water, then uses a series of low
drops to tie into existing downstream bottom grades.
Option D is a “hybrid” that combines site features of Option B for the north pond
area and Option C2 for the south pond/channel area. North pond bank zones use
emergent islands similar to original concept plans. Two outlet channels provides
water control flexibility and can combine flows at south springs outfall to produce
a greater total flow in spawning channel. Lower pond area has narrower, winding
channel to maximize spawning habitat when inundated. Low height, timber drop
structures reduce stream gravel movement during seasonal drawdown hydraulic
gradient. Constructability, banks slopes, seepage cutoff, vegetation planting, etc.
are integrated into preliminary site plan drawings and quantity estimates.

Future planning needs

Key information needs: Cobble base and spawning gravel gradation; hydraulic
analysis of gravel movement in lower channel; spring flows through annual cycle;
vegetation species, sources, & planting; organic & clay fill material requirements;
site management plans; local unit rates for materials and labor costs.

Final Design Plans,
Specifications

Preliminary site plans in this report will be used by Klamath Watershed Council to
proceed with final design site plans and specifications.

Future planning stage

Site Construction and
Management

Construction inspection, replanting, water control adjustments, and guidelines for
monitoring and site management are future considerations.

Future planning stage
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2.0 BASIS AND CRITERIA APPLIED
The basis of preliminary design focuses on identifying factors that could influence
subsequent project planning. The site was surveyed to prepare base mapping that
represents existing conditions. Prevalent site constraints and hydraulic properties
were considered to develop preliminary site plans. In particular, preliminary site
plans are intended to provide an appropriate basis to define cost components that
would affect project economics and identify technical issues that are too difficult
to resolve or refine in future design planning efforts.

2.1

Existing Site Conditions

Existing spring ponds and park landscaping are depicted in figure 2 and site base
map with 1-foot contour topography is shown in figure 3 (more site photographs
and larger half-size drawings are included in attachments A and B).
The base map shows the
two main Barkley Springs
water bodies—the upper,
north pond and the lower,
south pond. Spring flows
emerge at the east end of
each pond. Water from the
north spring flows through
the pond, out through one
of the culvert pipes to join
with the south spring flows,
and the combined flow is
carried under the highway
and railroad out to Upper
Klamath Lake via the wide Figure 2. Barkley Springs north pond with south pond
constructed lake channel.
slightly visible at distance, May 2007.
Pond water depths are affected by up to a six-foot annual water level fluctuation
in Upper Klamath Lake. North pond variations are limited to about one-foot by
the outlet control pipe, whereas south area water depths directly follow the lake
water surface elevation (WSEL). The base map shows the ponded area (shaded)
when the site is inundated by the high lake water levels in March (WSEL ~ 4142
above mean sea level). There are two existing culverts connecting the north and
south ponds—one has a standpipe that maintains depths in the north pond when
the lake levels drop—and a second arched culvert that was installed to assist fish
passage between ponds at high water levels. The base topography approximates
steep pond banks and deep water zones. In some areas, large boulders create an
uneven bottom that is not revealed in the base topography mapping.
April 2008
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Figure 3. Existing conditions base map – Barkley Springs at Hagelstein Park.
6
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Spring flows entering the north pond below the water surface and the north pond
banks are shown in figure 4 (a) and (b). Aquatic plants, algae, small snails, and
macroinvertebrates were visible in the clear water when these photographs were
taken in May, 2007. Later in the summer, a thick mat of floating algae covered
much of the north pond in July, 2007 (photographs in Attachment A).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. North pond submerged spring inflows (a) and pond area (b) in May, 2007.

South spring outflows collected behind a constructed masonry wall and outfall to
the downstream channel are pictured in figure 5 (a) and (b). The channel area is
submerged up to the wall crest at peak water levels in Upper Klamath Lake.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. South channel area (a) at low lake levels and spring outflow (b) in July, 2007.
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Public amenities and park landscaping features are delineated in the site base map
(figure 3). The access road and parking lot occupy a large portion of the park area
and extend out near the ponds. Other park features include restrooms, boat ramp,
pedestrian bridge, and existing trees and shrubs. Implications of public park uses
(vehicles, camping, boating, etc.) or maintenance work (herbicides, mowing, etc.)
on water quality or fish habitat values are unknown (e.g., CWP, 2003).

2.2

Criteria and Assumptions

The following conditions, criteria, and assumptions were applied to identify major
uncertainties and define the scope for preliminary site planning.
a. Upper Klamath Lake annual water elevations are assumed to range from high
WSEL = 4143 to low WSEL = 4137. Drawdown does not typically reach this
minimum operating low defined as a critical dry year (NRC, 2004).
b. Upper Klamath Lake WSEL = 4142.15 is applied as the target preliminary site
planning WSEL for peak sucker spawning in March.
c. Design spring flows are: north spring ~3 cfs; south spring ~2 cfs. Flows rates
are assumed constant although accurate flow data are not available.
d. The primary goal is to enhance spawning habitat for Lost River and Shortnose
suckers by improving the spring flow conditions. Preliminary site plans seek
to maximize spawning habitat on-site in the north and south spring areas.
e. Optimum spawning habitat involves stream flows at about 2 feet deep over a
suitable gravel/cobble bottom. A few deeper pools and riparian planting can
provide resting, shading, and protective cover habitat values. Criteria for the
spawning gravel substrate type and gradation are not available.
f. Hydrologic criteria for the north spring area: Site plans will remain within the
existing pond perimeter. Outlet controls and connections to the south spring
areas could be modified although water levels should remain close to existing
conditions to avoid drying out the pond entirely during drawdown.
g. Hydrologic criteria for the south spring area: Site plans must account for the
annual fluctuations in lake water levels. This includes inundation at the target
water level and erosion control during seasonal drawdown. Stream channel
improvements will remain within the existing high water line and effectively
match back into the downstream lake channel grades.
h. Site plans will also consider fish passage and habitat needs for Redband Trout
that could move into the spring flow areas in late-summer to fall.
i. Site plans will also consider construction impacts and methods to preserve and
protect the existing endemic snail species in the north pond.
j. Site plans will consider, but not alter existing park amenities including parking
lot, picnic sites, pedestrian bridge, access pathways, and boat ramp.
k. Other considerations include site management needs, longer term maintenance
considerations, and anticipated changes in aquatic habitat.
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2.3

Hydraulic Design Considerations

A key topic in formulating viable site options pertains to the hydraulic conditions
that govern stream flows, erosion, and channel stability. This is a critical factor
at Barkley Springs because of the seasonal inundation by high water in the lake
that impacts water depths and velocities in both spring flow areas. The resulting
hydraulic configuration also influences site construction earthwork, imported fill
materials, and specific features that can contribute to the functional performance
for fish spawning habitat and site management requirements.
In the existing condition, lake high WSEL 4143 submerges the Barkley Springs
site, turning both north and south areas into ponds. As lake levels drop, the south
area depths follow the lake elevation until it drops below elevation 4140 to allow
free stream flow in a short reach below the spring outfall. The north pond depths
are maintained by the outlet standpipe 4142.4 crest elevation, so that water levels
only vary about 1-foot over the year. These existing conditions were considered
to formulate effective site options during preliminary design evaluations.
North spring area and outlet controls
The approach for this area involves maintaining annual water levels close to the
existing conditions. This is consistent with the concept report (IFI, 2006) which
indicates existing water levels are retained after site modifications. Maintaining
water in the pond year-round is essential to support newly established emergent
vegetation zones, reduce weed growth, and maintain the existing pond footprint
since the north pond is a major public area of the park.
Surface outflow controls are considered instead of the existing pipes to improve
fish passage between ponds. New outlet controls involve cutting a small channel
through the existing divider berm between ponds and installing a weir or stop-lop
type control box in the channel. The intent is to set weir elevations so high water
submerges the weir(s) to provide open fish passage then also have weir heights set
to retain water in the pond at a suitable depth. Year-round constant depth controls
and seasonally-adjusted controls were evaluated based on annual water elevations,
operational flexibility, and site management needs.
Installing new outlet control channels also allows the outfall point into the south
spring channel to be moved so the combined spring flows are directed to a point
where the total flow can provide improved stream flow conditions.
South spring and channel area
The existing condition base map (figure 3) has two dashed lines on the south pond
area that indicate the maximum (WSEL 4143), and minimum (WSEL 4137) lake
water levels. These water levels represent the extreme range of fluctuation during
the annual hydrologic cycle that control flow conditions in the south channel. The
shaded water area on the base map at WSEL 4142.15 shows the target preliminary
design water level for sucker spawning in March.
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The high and low water levels are useful to consider as hydraulic design control
conditions. At high water, the entire south channel area submerged, whereas at
lower lake levels unrestricted streamflow occurs from the spring outfall down to
where it intersects the lake backwater. In a mild slope channel, the transition from
open streamflow to the flat
Adapted from:
lake water level is called an
Ponce and Perez, 2008
M1 profile, as depicted in
figure 6. The backwater
transition arc occurs over a
fairly short reach because
the downstream channel is
large in comparison to the
spring flow (3-5 cfs).
Figure 6. Transitional M1 water surface profile backwater curve.

A steep sloped channel has a different transition profile shape, but the outcome is
the same—except the transition is abrupt. In effect, at any time as lake levels rise
or draw down, a portion of the channel is submerged and the other part operates as
free open-channel flow. Design implications are considered accordingly.
The inverse relationship between water depths and flow velocities has important
design implications. At low lake levels, the open streamflow is governed by the
spring flow rate, channel shape, longitudinal slope, and roughness. Examples of
how flow conditions vary with channel bed slope are indicated in table 3.
Table 3. Uniform steady state open streamflow conditions at selected channel slope.
Slope, So
(percent)

Normal depth, Yn
(feet)

Velocity, Vn
(ave. fps)

Top width, Tn
(feet)

Froude #, Fn
(mild < 1.0)

1.0 %

0.37

2.24

7.19

.711

0.1 %

0.69

1.02

9.16

.245

0.01 %

1.27

0.45

12.62

.084

0.001 %

2.23

0.19

18.35

.029

Notes: Flow rate Q = 5 cfs; bottom width W = 5 feet; side slope Z = 3:1, Manning’s n = .03 roughness.

At high lake water levels, the submerged portion of the channel is not governed by
factors such as channel roughness, sinuosity, or bottom slope. Downstream of the
transitional profile reach (M1 curve) stream water depths are simply the difference
between the stream bottom elevation and the lake WSEL (even though the spring
outflows prevent lake water from actually entering the stream). Under submerged
conditions, the spring flows move by displacement, pushing downstream against
the lake backwater. As the rise in the water surface attributed to friction becomes
extremely small in the submerged reach, the criteria for Manning’s open-channel
flow calculations are no longer valid (e.g., Chow, 1959) and water surface profile
models such as HEC River Analysis System (COE, 2004) are not useful.
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Evaluating the submerged streamflow velocities (V) is simplified to consider the
flow rate (Q) and cross-sectional wetted area (A) defined by the lake WSEL and
the channel shape and elevations at a given location in the stream. Since spring
flows rates are constant, average flow velocities are calculated directly by using
the simple form; V = Q/A. Examples of submerged flow conditions at selected
water depths are indicated in table 4.
Table 4. Channel flow conditions submerged by downstream water surface control.
Submerged
Depth, Ys
(feet/)

Top width, Ts
(feet)

Section area, As
(feet2)

Velocity, Vs
(ave. fps)

Froude #, Fs
(mild < 1.0)

1.0

11

8

0.63

0.129

2.0

17

22

0.23

0.035

3.0

23

42

0.12

0.016

5.0

35

100

0.05

0.005

Notes: Flow rate Q = 5 cfs; bottom width W = 5 feet; side slope Z = 3:1; water surface slope = 0; depths set
by downstream lake water levels. Extremely low Froude numbers may suggest transitional flow.

This illustrates how in the submerged portion of the channel, the slope and friction
no longer govern channel hydraulics—the hydraulics are defined by elevations of
the lake water surface and channel bed (and cross-section shape). However, the
slope indirectly influences flow conditions by setting the bottom elevations along
the length of the channel—causing changes in the cross-sectional area.
When the entire channel area is submerged by peak high water levels in the lake,
flow conditions toward the upper reaches are somewhat shallower and faster than
downstream. This longitudinal view of the entire channel length is important to
consider how different channel grade alternatives affect flow conditions during
the annual lake water level fluctuation cycle. For example, a steep slope in the
upper reach brings stream bottom elevations down quickly (similar to the existing
stream) which results in a greater portion of the lower channel length with deeper,
slower water during high water submergence. Conversely, if a very mild slope is
used throughout the upper channel, a steep reach or control structure is necessary
at the lower end to connect back with downstream bottom grades. Either option
will have implications for the annual hydraulic flow regime, channel stability, and
sediment transport characteristics.
Although the low water level is not the target spawning condition, it is a practical
design consideration. For example, a threshold velocity is necessary to help clear
debris and reduce sediment accumulation, whereas if flow velocities are too high,
the stream could carry gravels down into the lower lake channel, creating a long
term maintenance problem. Any steep reach is more susceptible to erosion or bed
movement, while a mild slope can cause sediment deposition or encroachment by
vegetation. There is a dynamic balance between these processes. Preliminary site
planning evaluated options for integrating a moderate channel slope with a series
of low-grade drop structures to consider these interactions.
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Annual streamflow characteristics
Dynamic streamflow properties over an annual cycle are also important. Starting
at peak lake levels that inundate the entire site, as water levels recede open stream
flows start to emerge near the south spring and extend farther downstream as lake
levels drop. At the interface between submerged backwater and open streamflow
(apex of M1 curve) the shift to a slightly higher velocity profile could roil bottom
gravels. Ideally, this would cleanse and restore gravels without carrying too much
material downstream each year. In addition, in a given streamflow cross-section,
a portion of the flow always moves faster—velocities over shallow, rough zones
are slower than in the deeper central flow path.
Considering these two dynamic aspects together is useful. At low lake levels, the
open streamflows follow the least resistance—deeper, direct route having greater
flowing force to move debris and fine materials. This action tends to reinforce the
scouring flow along this path. As lake waters rise, the submerged spring flow will
also tend to move more freely along this lower resistance path. The implication is
that if fish scatter eggs through the slightly deeper, faster zones during high water
spawning, the receding streamflows will produce a streaming flow to irrigate and
cleanse the gravels to provide a better chance of egg survival.
The balance between these processes is an important aspect since flow velocities
that are too high can transport gravels downstream, whereas low velocities might
result in sediment deposits or vegetation growth that can bury the gravel stream
bottom. Dynamic streamflow variations and velocity distribution are complicated
and are not addressed by typical steady-state, average cross-section, channel flow
calculations or water surface profile models. However, these considerations can
be handled from a practical and adaptive site planning standpoint.
Preliminary hydraulic design takes into account constructed channel side slopes,
bank stability, and how depths increase downstream as the channel slope extends
down into the lake backwater level. Realistically, stable bank slopes should not
exceed 3:1 side slope for unreinforced earth grading, and 1:1 for rock reinforced
banks. A minimum channel bottom width of 5 feet is applied to allow some bank
settling without burying the gravel bottom. Along the channel length, a moderate
slope meandering stream and series of low height grade controls can provide an
even gradient and lower the channel elevations stepwise from the spring outfall
down to match into the downstream lake outlet channel.
Summary of hydraulic design conditions
The above hydraulic criteria are in-keeping with the preliminary design objectives
to identify barriers and guide further planning. For these purposes, the lake low
and high water affects on streamflow conditions reveal the controlling hydraulic
conditions. The resulting site layout, slopes, and hydraulic controls are adequate
to represent major cost factors. However, more detailed analysis of the potential
gravel bed movement is necessary to refine the south channel slope and location
for drop structures. Hydraulic criteria are summarized in table 5.

12
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Table 5. Summary of hydraulic design criteria for Barkley Springs site planning.
North spring and upper pond area
• The area is submerged year –round from peak lake levels (el. 4143) to minimum (el. 4142.4)
set by the 24-inch culvert vertical standpipe. Site plans will keep water levels within 1-foot of
existing to maintain the pond perimeter and avoid drying out emergent zones.
• Spring flows emerge below water surface, so accurate data on flow rates, bank storage, and
seepage are not available, although water levels suggest little seepage loss.
• Wetland benches can help shift flows to new center channel, although hyporheic flow across
bottom gravels is likely limited and is more susceptible to detritus accumulation.
• Weir-control outlet streams can handle water level range, improve fish passage, and multiple
outlet streams might also improve flow conditions across bottom gravel/cobbles.
South spring and lower channel area
• Peak lake water (el. 4143) inundates entire south channel length to eliminate open-channel
flow; target spawning elevation (el. 4142.2) is close to this high water condition.
• Newly created channel with moderate slope and low-drops enhances fish spawning habitat,
and considers water level cycles, erosion, and/or sedimentation problems.
• Interface between submerged flow governed by lake water levels and open flow during the
annual drawdown can help mix gravels and reinforce flow paths for spawning.
• South channel could support some hyporheic flow to maintain spawning gravels (combined
with cutoffs at grade controls). Adaptive plan is advantageous to build initial channel shape
and allow natural processes to adjust, stabilize, and sustain conditions.

2.4

Adaptive Planning and Management

All aquatic ecosystems tend to shift toward conditions that are consistent with the
predominant hydrology, geomorphology, and biological interactions. Plans that
interpret these natural processes correctly can attain characteristics that are more
predictable and sustainable with less active management. Adaptive planning can
help to address well-defined characteristics while allowing the flexibility to make
adjustments for uncertainties that are within an acceptable level of risk.
A common mistake in aquatic or wetland site planning involves creating a fixed
condition immediately at construction without taking into account the inherent
self-adjusting trends or transitional nature of ecosystem processes. Even when
trying to enhance a single function (spawning habitat) the interrelated processes
have implications for site management and sustainability. Concepts of ecosystem
self-design (Mitsch and Jorgensen, 2004) and the emerging interdisciplinary field
of Ecological Engineering (Ecol. Eng., 1992) are particularly important for project
plans concerning aquatic and wetland ecosystem dynamics.
Channel shape, layout, and slopes
In the north pond, bottom gravels are not expected to move much because the area
is submerged year-round and is not exposed to free open streamflow. Although
this may stabilize the new channel alignment within the existing pond, the area is
susceptible to sedimentation that can fill-in stream bottom gravels. Incorporating
multiple outlet controls could provide operational flexibility to periodically pull a
flushing flow to remove detritus and/or alleviate stagnant areas.
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The south spring channel shape should allow for initial bank slumping, erosion, or
scour. If the channel starts out too narrow, the bottom gravels could be buried by
bank slumping or removed in part by low water scouring flows. The constructed
stream bottom should be over-excavated to extend the gravel layer out wider than
the finished bottom to allow for some lateral channel movement. Although initial
earth grading creates banks at less than 3:1 slope, sediment and plant biomass can
build up to form steeper bio-reinforced banks. Design should allow the stream to
self-adjust somewhat (within bounds) to find a stable cross-section over time.
Stream bed movement and sedimentation
Downstream movement of bed gravels or sediment accumulation are linked to the
stream shape, gravel size gradation, and channel slope. Using a mild slope in the
upper stream reach and low drop structures to take up the remaining fall can help
to reduce the upper channel width, stabilize the streambed, and provide easy fish
passage. The design slope and exact location of drop structures should be refined
based on sediment transport analysis once the composition of stream bed gravels
is determined (see information needs). A slope that is too steep could transport a
certain gravel type down into the lower lake channel, whereas a very mild slope is
susceptible to sediment deposition and aggradation. Starting with a slightly steep
initial slope could help to account for the channel narrowing that is expected over
time. Then after initial evaluation, the height of the drop crests could be adjusted
to fine-tune the channel flow conditions. For preliminary design purposes, a mild
slope is considered within range and represents a conservative basis for estimating
site work quantities. Final design plans should reassess the gradation and type of
stream gravels to refine the initial stream slope and drop structure details.
Porosity and seepage considerations
Although the earth bank that separates the north pond from the south is necessary
to maintain water levels and emergent zones, it also tends to restrict the hyporheic
exchange with bottom gravels in the north area. It might be possible to alleviate
this condition somewhat by converting the existing outlet standpipe or installing a
new bottom drain to periodically pull flow through the bottom gravels.
Lateral seepage and bank storage in the north pond could affect the annual water
budget. During annual drawdown, water stored in the local water table around the
upper pond (bank storage) could produce outflows that add to the normal spring
base flows. However, this is probably not significant because the lake drawdown
is gradual, north pond storage is small, and the pre-development bank storage was
most likely diminished by the soil accumulation and earth compaction in the park
landscaping and parking areas over the years.
The porosity within the water column is another important consideration for the
north pond area. Emergent marsh vegetation (e.g., cattail, bulrush) can grow and
fill in areas within the species depth tolerance. Associated biomass accumulation
can ultimately encourage weed growth and create water quality problems. As a
result, channel design should establish water depths to inhibit plant encroachment
and wetland benches should avoid dense stands of emergent plants.
14
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In the south spring channel area, the porosity and seepage through the stream bed
can influence hyporheic exchange and channel stability. The annual WSEL cycle
could help regenerate hyporheic circulation through the gravel/cobble bottom that
is beneficial for spawning and egg survival. At the same time, too much seepage
through the created alluvial bottom materials could eliminate surface flow at low
water, leading to erosion or
piping failure. Consequently,
the type of fill materials and
methods used to construct the
channel are key factors.
Ideal conditions would allow
some hyporheic exchange with
the gravels (figure 7), without
Source: USGS, 1998
excessive subsurface flows or
Figure 7. Hyporheic zone in stream gravels.
seepage failure. Impervious
cutoffs (clay fill, slurry trench)
installed across the new channel width at points connecting into the log-weir drop
structures could be used to prevent subsurface flows from carrying down-gradient
below the newly constructed stream channel bottom. Spawning gravel conditions
with little sediment accumulation are unmistakable in figure 8.

Source: Huggett, 2004

Figure 8. Lost River suckers on a gravel-cobble stream bottom.
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Site evaluations, adjustments, and maintenance
Ideally, site plans will establish low-maintenance sustainable conditions that will
meet fish habitat enhancement objectives. In practice however, post-construction
evaluation, site management, and adjustments could help to achieve site habitat
objectives and long term sustainability.
An important example involves the potential for sedimentation in the new created
south stream channel. Right after construction this channel is susceptible to soil
inputs from the surrounding disturbed landscaping. Initial site operations should
evaluate these conditions and possibly use a flushing method to remove excessive
sediment from the new bottom gravels. For example, it might be possible to draw
down the north pond to increase total stream flows temporarily. A more intensive
method might involve using a pressurized water jet to cleanse the gravels a few
times until the site landscaping and stream channel are stabilized.
Monitoring the initial survival of planted vegetation and replanting if necessary is
another post-construction activity that should be addressed in vegetation planting
specifications. The first two years are typically the most critical for plant survival
although periodic follow-up monitoring and removal of built up plant biomass is a
long term site maintenance factor.
Annual site operations and maintenance may also require a period of evaluations
and adjustments to develop an operations plan. The final design of water controls
should incorporate some flexibility to make adjustments to accommodate annual
and longer term water management operations. In addition to the initial site work,
plans that provide for initial evaluation and adjustments (replanting, stabilization),
and long term site O&M procedures (water control, vegetation management) are
key factors to the overall project success and cost-effectiveness.
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3.0 SITE OPTIONS EVALUATED
Site options were evaluated through a few iterations of review and discussion by
the BSP Workgroup. The options described illustrate progressive development of
the features included in the site plans, ultimately leading to the preliminary design
Barkley Springs site plans described in this report.
A key topic pertains to the hydraulic attributes described previously. This factor
affects annual WSEL cycles in the north and south spring areas, the site earthwork
and amounts of imported material required, and the design of related features that
contribute to habitat improvement goals. Other factors include active monitoring,
park impacts, and active site management needs. The option sequence shows how
these factors were integrated to form practical and effective site plans.

3.1

Option A – Staged development approach

Initial plans included this option to develop site features in two-stages by building
north pond outlet stream controls first to evaluate the hydraulic performance and
practical aspects, then adjusting site plans if necessary and completing the project
later. This option was eliminated at the June 25, 2007 BSP Workgroup review in
favor of working directly on completion in one stage. No additional development
work was done on this option.

3.2

Option B – Initial preliminary design layout

Option B is intended to produce site features that are consistent with the concept
report (IFI; December, 2006). The site plans focus on the north spring area with
fill material placed along the shallow pond bank areas to form emergent benches
that effectively narrow the center channel to increase flow velocities. Renditions
and cross-sections in the concept report indicate the existing WSEL is maintained
across the modified central stream and adjacent side pond areas.
Two modifications to the conceptual site plans were incorporated in Option B to
improve habitat functions and simplify site management.
Outlet streams are used to eliminate existing culvert pipes between the two main
spring pond areas by building a new open channel with an adjustable weir control
section. At high lake levels the control weir is lowered to allow unrestricted fish
passage then as lake levels drop the weir is raised to maintain the existing WSEL
in the north spring area. Alternatively, the weir could be set at about WSEL 4141
year-round to allow shallow passage in March. The outlet channels would have a
gravel/cobble bottom to produce a more natural streamflow over the substrate.
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Emergent zones along the north pond fringes are similar to the concept report
except that a porous wetland-island approach is used to allow more open water
capacity for plant biomass and detritus to accumulate over time. The emergent
plant zones will create flow resistance to effectively shift the flow path toward
the central channel. A gravel/cobble substrate is placed first, so water moving
between planted mounds flows over the gravel substrate in areas near the main
flow path. This also reduces the amount of organic fill material required.
The size and shape of wetland mounds can be adjusted to produce desirable flow
characteristics. An adaptive approach, starting with somewhat greater porosity
(smaller planted zones, more open water) could help to allow for natural growth
or additional planting could occur after conditions are evaluated.
The concept report also shows a small emergent wetland bench located along the
south spring channel although this is not described in detail. Some type of water
control mechanism is required to ensure the emergent wetlands would not end up
high and dry after the seasonal lake drawdown. Alternatively, this zone could be
planted with seasonal flood tolerant riparian plants such as willows.
Option B was based on the premise that minimal work would occur in the south
channel to reduce projects costs. However, it appears that some re-grading in the
south channel could enhance spawning habitat considerably. During the review
of the Option B site plans, the BSP workgroup decided to explore opportunities to
enhance the south spring channel habitat values in more detail.

3.3

Option C – Evaluate south channel conditions

The Option C evaluation focused on conditions in the south channel area from the
spring down to the boat access ramp. Two scenarios were identified based on the
target sucker spawning water level in March (el. 4142.15). For the first scenario
(C1) the area is filled to create a raised channel that would have no inundation by
lake backwater in March. The second scenario (C2) also involves a new created
channel that allows seasonal inundation at the target water level.
Initial criteria applied for the Option C evaluations are as follows:
Option C1 – Uses the target elevation 4142.15 as the minimum bottom invert at
the boat ramp and extends a mild channel slope upstream. A stream bank 2-feet
higher gives an elevation 4144 channel overbank at the lower end of the stream,
with the stream bottom rising upstream to the south spring outfall (el. 4143) and
overbank grading is required to match into the existing landscaping.
Option C2 – Uses the target elevation of 4142.15 as the stream water surface and
an invert 2-feet lower at the upper end near the spring outfall and extends a mild
slope downstream near the boat ramp. In this scenario, 2-foot high stream banks
remain lower than the spring outfall and existing park landscape grades.
18
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Site plans, profiles, and channel section were prepared to evaluate characteristics
associated with the C1 and C2 options. Attributes and site planning implications
evident for these two options are summarized in table 6.
Table 6. Comparison of Option C1 and Option C2 planning considerations.
Site Grading –
• For either C1 or C2, the existing south pond area is filled extensively to create a new stream
channel allowing for minimum water depths of 2-feet.
• For C1, raising the entire channel above the target water level sets the minimum invert and
overbank elevations at 4142 and 4144 respectively. Even with a mild slope, the upstream
invert could exceed the spring outfall elevation of 4143 and overbanks elevations are higher
than the existing landscaping and require additional overbank fill grading.
• For C2, fill is still required to create a new channel; however, allowing inundation at the target
WSEL allows overbank grades to lie at or below the existing pond grades.
• For either C1 or C2, maximum constructed bank slopes are considered 3:1 for unreinforced
banks and 1:1 for banks reinforced with large stacked boulders. The channel bottom width
and lateral extent for the gravel-cobble layer are practical considerations.
Fill Materials –
• For both C1 and C2 fill materials include general earthfill used for rough grading of the new
channel, gravel-cobble mix for the stream bottom, clay fill for seepage cutoffs, and a topsoil
layer for final landscaping. Material composition is undetermined.
• For C1, more general fill is required to form raised channel grades. For both options the
general fill has to be compacted (less desirable) or impervious cutoffs (preferred) must be
used to maintain surface flow during drawdown and prevent seepage failure. Since C1 is
perched higher on the fill material, there is greater risk of seepage loss.
Hydraulic Grade Controls –
•
Both C1 and C2 require grade controls to connect the new created channel to the existing
downstream bottom elevation of 4137 near the boat ramp.
•
For C1, about a 5-feet high grade structure is required to connect the downstream end of the
new channel invert (el. 4142.1) with existing bottom grades. The high drop structure is more
susceptible to seepage failure and larger barrier to fish passage.
•
For C2, part of the required fall can be taken up by the stream channel slope and the rest
can be made by a series of low height drop structures. This reduces seepage failure risks
and offer better flow characteristics for fish passage at high and low water levels.
Erosion and Sedimentation –
•
Option C1 has less ability to control sediment transport by adjusting channel slope because
the slope is fixed by the low end starting elevation and the spring outfall elevation. This
perched channel will also have shallow open channel flow (table 3) that could have greater
potential for lateral erosion and/or movement of fine stream bed gravels.
•
For C2, the channel slope can be adjusted by altering the number and location of the low
drop structures. Further analysis of the gravel size gradation is necessary to estimate a
stable slope and refine site plans accordingly.
Existing and New Vegetation –
•
Vegetation around spring channels – The C1 scenario is inherently more riparian stream in
nature, while C2 will have benches that with seasonal flooding at high water (el. 4143) and
could have more wetland fringe zones along with the riparian channel growth.
•
Existing vegetation – There is some concern that the extra fill material used for the option C1
could impact the existing tress and willows around the pond edges.
Park Public Use Considerations –
•
Park public uses, landscape areas – Both scenarios will significantly alter the existing park
ponds to const more of a stream with riparian-wetland fringe zones.
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This evaluation revealed a few problems associated with option C1. In particular,
the perched channel will create shallow open-channel flows, has greater risk for
seepage loss, less ability to adjust for sediment movement, and ultimately appears
more costly to construct and manage. Option C2 offers several advantages in this
regard. Allowing some submergence at the target water level can improve flow
depths for fish passage and the channel slope and hydraulic grade controls can be
adjusted to produce more stable and sustainable conditions.

3.4

Option D – Hybrid north and south springs

Attributes of Option B for the north spring area and the Option C2 south spring
area were combined to form a “hybrid” Option D. This option was reviewed by
the BSP workgroup and refined to prepare a final Option D2 that is reflected in
the preliminary design site plans. General aspects of the D options are described
in the following paragraphs whereas specific features of Option D2 reflected on
the preliminary design drawings are presented in the following section.
North springs and upper pond areas
Plans for this area of the site are similar to Option B with minor modifications and
are consistent with the concept planning report (IFI, 2006). Specified fill material
is placed along bank fringe zones to create emergent wetland benches that form a
narrowed center channel to help focus spring outflows over a specified spawning
gravel mixture placed on the stream bottom. The overall wetted perimeter is still
retained within the existing pond banks. Water surface elevations are maintained
within one-foot of existing levels by new surface outlet control streams.
Option D emergent zones consist of larger submerged islands in place of the small
hummocks shown in Option B. Option D2 site plans were modified to illustrate
how emergent planting is expected to fill these zones. The initial grading of these
zones will create the desired flow resistance along the banks to shift the main flow
path toward the central channel. Dividing emergent zones into islands suggests a
practical means to manage plant growth and accommodate detritus accumulation
over time. Dense emergent stands often produce substantial amounts of biomass
with subsequent aggradation which is more conducive to invasive species such as
cattail or thistles. Organic loading can produce stagnant water quality conditions
that can harm fish (e.g., oxygen depletion), birds (e.g., avian botulism), or other
wildlife that use the site. It can also pose a public nuisance. Having some open
spaces between submerged islands can help to assimilate organic matter, provide
an open volume for detritus accumulation, and make removal easier.
Outlet streams are used in place of the two existing culvert pipes to improve fish
passage between north and south areas. Option D reduced the number of outlet
streams from four to have only two. For Option D2, the uppermost outlet stream
alignment was redirected to connect into the south channel just below the south
springs. This configuration allows flexibility to shift the north pond flow path and
the confluence point for the total combined downstream flow.
20
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Each outlet stream has a narrow section fitted with an adjustable weir to provide
flexibility in water control. Two scenarios are envisioned—one involves setting a
fixed elevation year-round which allows fish passage over a one-foot weir depth
at the target spawning WSEL, then summer levels would drop down to one-foot
below the existing minimum pond WSEL. Alternatively the weir could be moved
twice a year to increase the passage depth over the weir during spawning and then
raise the weir to maintain depths at the existing pond water level. One or the other
control could be stopped entirely to shift the north outflow route and downstream
confluence with the south spring flows. Both outlet channels have a gravel/cobble
bottom to produce a continuous path over the gravel substrate.
Overall, the year-round submergence in the north pond area limits the potential for
spawning habitat improvement because flow velocities and hyporheic interflows
through the gravels will tend to be constrained by the backwater effect and the
surface outflow control. However, allowing seasonal drawdown with lake levels
will only create a shallow riffle flow, it will not enhance spawning habitat during
high water level inundation, and appears to require greater maintenance within the
main public use park areas. As a result, the proposed Option D2 features provide
the best opportunity to enhance spawning habitat while maintain public park uses
and minimizing active site management requirements.
South springs and lower channel area
Option D for this portion of the site incorporates extensive enhancements to create
a meandering stream between the south spring outfall and the main access channel
above the boat ramp. The narrower meandering stream maximizes the spawning
habitat length with a few ponds between stream segments to provide some resting
or staging points for fish moving into the springs area. A series of low weir-drops
are used to create the mild sloping channel with easy fish passage.
In the first Option D iteration, several ponds were located at confluence points and
deep zones in the existing channel. The revised Option D2 reduced the number of
stream ponds and has fewer drops, shifted farther downstream. In effect, this will
expand the spawning habitat by elevating the upper stream reach to produce more
length with a narrower flow cross-section at the target water depth.
Lake water levels will gradually rise up to inundate the entire stream length up to
the south spring outflow and through the outlet stream weir controls into the north
spring areas. At the target spawning levels, the upper stream reaches will have the
most optimum flow conditions possible. Then as water levels recede, open stream
flows gradually extend farther downstream to help cleanse and irrigate the deeper
stream reaches (scoured gravel zones) during the annual cycle low water.
Drop structures (stacked logs, anchored in place) serve two purposes. Low-height
weir drops are used for grade control to set the mild slope and step stream bottom
grades down gradually without requiring a high drop structure at the lower end of
the stream. Grade control drops can also be tied into impervious cutoffs crossing
the created stream section to prevent seepage, piping, or uplift failures.
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Option D2 also reflects a synthesis of practical site work considerations including
fill material placement, earthwork grading, vegetation planting, stabilization, and
changes anticipated over time. For example, the stream layout takes into account
several steps that are envisioned to establish the new south stream channel:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Redirect the spring flows to dewater the main channel areas.
Install temporary features for construction erosion control plan.
Build access ramps to allow earthwork equipment in the channel.
Import suitable wetland earth fill material for rough site grading.
Establish stream shape and banks with earth and rock reinforcement.
Overexcavate stream bottom to install specified gravel/cobble mixture.
Trench across channel width at drops for seepage cutoff and log weirs.
Construct outlet channels and control connections to north pond.
Restore spring flows to new channel and remove dewatering features.
Import topsoils and complete final grading to form finished contours.
Terrestrial seeding and planting of emergent and riparian vegetation.

These steps are only an example—detailed construction plans and specifications
are prepared as part of the final design planning process. For these purposes, the
steps illustrate how certain features were influenced by practical constructability
considerations. For example, the maximum slopes of stream banks are based on
factors such as earth stability, erosion, and reinforcement. Steep banks are used
mostly on the south side to give more shaded riparian cover over the outer stream
bends. The minimum stream bottom width considers hydraulics and typical bank
slumping. Integrating an impervious cutoff into the drops stabilizes the log-weir
structures and serves as a seepage barrier to subsurface flow. Details on these site
features are described in the following section.
Overall, the Option D and D2 south stream layout demonstrates the feasiblity of
creating a mild slope meandering stream to enhance spawning habitat and the site
plans provide a basis for estimating site work quantities and costs. However, the
actual layout, including the channel slope and exact location of the drop structures
should be refined with respect to the gradation and materials used for the bottom
gravel mixture. This analysis will provide a stable slope that allows for interflow
through the gravels without transporting and depositing bed materials downstream
into the lower lake channel.
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4.0 PRELIMINARY SITE PLANS
The resulting preliminary design site features are illustrated in five drawing sheets
presented at the end of this section (figures 11 to 15). Larger size versions of the
drawings are included in Attachment B. These drawings are used to describe the
fish spawning habitat enhancement features and also represent the basis applied to
estimate site work quantities (presented later). Contents of the preliminary design
drawing sheets (S1 through S5) are summarized as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

S1 Existing Conditions – base topographic mapping of site area
S2 Site Plan – Combination of site grading plan and planting plan
S3 Profiles – Longitudinal invert profiles to north and south springs
S4 Sections – Cross-sectional view through north and south areas
S5 Details – Outlet control structure details and site work notes

Although the site is relatively small, the hydraulic attributes, habitat objectives,
park uses, and site conditions make this a multifaceted project. The preliminary
design site features represent a synthesis of hydrologic (lake levels, spring flows),
biological (fish spawning habitat, vegetation), and physical landform (earthwork,
gravels) factors that are integrated, taking into account changes that are expected
as vegetation is established and conditions stabilize over time.
Overall, these preliminary design site plans are an effective, practical synthesis of
many elements and interactions that contribute toward the immediate habitat goals
and longer term self-sustaining ecosystem functions.

4.1

Existing Conditions

The existing condition base mapping topography, landscaping, and park features
are shown on S1 (figure 11). Survey data are indicated for existing culvert pipes
that could be removed or left in place to allow potential use later for water control
or site maintenance. The preliminary design plans focus on the two main north
and south aquatic systems and park features including the boat ramp, parking lot,
footbridge, restrooms, and access roads are not altered.

4.2

Site Plan Features

Site plan features shown on S2 (figure 12) are a combination of grading plans and
planting plans. For the grading plans, the existing base topographic contours are
shown as dashed lines and the preliminary design contours are solid lines that tie
into the existing topography. Vegetation plans show individual trees or shrubs
and shaded areas for emergent and transitional wetland zones.
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Ultimately, separate grading plan and planting plan drawings should be produced
during final design. For these purposes, these two aspects are combined to better
illustrate the intended finished conditions. The existing and proposed topography
accurately reflects the site earthwork grading although some contours are hidden
behind the vegetation shading. Open water and bottom gravel areas are indicated
by other shading patterns on the drawings. The individual attribute layers can be
easily separated in the underlying computer assisted drafting (CAD) files.
Aspects of the north spring pond area and south spring channel area are described
separately. This is followed by a summary description of the vegetation patterns
and planting needs for both north and south areas.
North springs upper pond
Site plans for the north area show the central channel formed by the newly created
emergent vegetation zones along the existing pond banks. Open water and gravel
zones shown graphically indicate stream flow conditions, although in reality, the
gravel layer width extends out to the emergent zones. A minimum bottom width
of 5 to 10 feet allows for some aggradation and vegetation encroachment
Water levels are depicted at the target water elevation 4142. The wet perimeter of
the north spring aquatic features will remain aligned with the existing pond banks
year-round. Upland park landscaping is not altered except for grading around the
outlet stream boxes that control outflows to the south.
Emergent zones – Emergent vegetation zones are shown graphically on the site
plan. Underlying grade contours indicate that the zones are a series of submerged
islands, about 20-40 feet in size. The specified gravel/cobble substrate is placed
first to fill between existing large boulders and bring bottom grades up to near the
finished stream bottom elevation of 4139 to 4140. A suitable organic wetland soil
mixture is then installed to form the shallow island zones to prepare for planting
with semi-aquatic emergent marsh varieties (e.g., spikerush, bulrush).

This wetland-island approach is designed to allow for plant biomass accumulation
and improved organic matter assimilation. Planted mounds will still create flow
resistance that shifts the main flow path toward the center stream. The open water
around the emergent zones can help to inhibit invasive plant species that encroach
into shallow water. Using herbicides or physical removal are future maintenance
problems with associated water quality implications that could impact the habitat
values for fish as well as other wildlife that use the site.
Outlet streams – Two outlet channels connect the north and south spring areas in

place of the existing culvert pipes. Each stream is fitted with an adjustable weir to
set water depths in the north spring area. A fixed weir level at WSEL 4141 would
allow fish passage at the target spawning WSEL 4142 then levels would fall back
to 1-foot below the existing summer WSEL. Alternatively, adjusting weir levels
each year could provide 2-foot deep passage at 4140, then raising the weir to after
spawning to WSEL 4142 to maintain existing summer water levels.
24
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The outlet channels have a gravel/cobble bottom to form a continuous path over
the gravel substrate. Having two outlet control streams allows for operations and
maintenance flexibility. For example, for peak spawning the entire north spring
flow could be directed to the upper south spring channel to produce a greater total
flow (5cfs +/-). At other times flow might be shifted to the lower outfall to pull a
cleansing flow through that part of the north pond or to perform maintenance on
part of the system. The existing outlet standpipe could be abandoned or converted
to provide a bottom release for pond management or maintenance.
South springs created stream
Site work in the south springs area is more complicated and construction intensive
to create the new gravel-bottom stream features. Most of the excavated channel is
created from earthfill to establish the design stream grades. However, this created
stream also provides the greatest opportunity to produce new enhanced spawning
habitat that integrates the natural hydrologic fluctuation cycles.
Stream and pond layout – The meandering stream alignment seeks to maximize

the gravel-bottom channel length with a few wider open water areas incorporated
to provide resting cover at confluence points and existing deep zones. The gravel
substrate is carried through the entire stream and north pond outlet streams. The
stream width and emergent zones reflect initial conditions that will self-adjust to a
stable equilibrium condition. The overall layout integrates habitat enhancement
with existing site conditions and practical construction requirements.
Three low-height drop structures (buried logs anchored in place) are located near
the lower stream reach. Shifting the drops toward the downstream end of the new
stream elevates more of the remaining stream to create a mild slope and reduced
flow depths in the upper reaches. Reducing water depths decreases the top width
and increases velocities slightly during seasonal spawning inundation within bank
slope constraints. A winding path maximizes the total stream habitat and creates
more potential for localized habitat zones and diversity.
At lower summer water levels, the low log-weir drops allow passage by fish that
can swim through a 1-foot high spill into each upstream pond. Further studies of
alluvial processes based on the actual gravel-cobble composition are necessary to
confirm or adjust the final design channel slope and location of drops.
Depths and flow conditions – At the target spawning WSEL 4142.15 the stream

is submerged and water depths are not influenced by channel slope, roughness, or
sinuousity. The new stream depths start at 2-feet depth near the spring outfall and
become deeper with lower bottom elevations in the downstream reaches. As lake
water levels drop, submerged stream depths also decrease, resulting in somewhat
higher flow velocities (tables 3 and 4). The process progresses downstream with
receding lake levels until the stream ultimately shifts to open-channel streamflow
conditions (described previously) which are expected to help cleanse, irrigate, and
restore bottom gravels through the low water cycle.
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Preliminary site plans (figure 12) show the initial stream conditions at the target
WSEL 4142. The grading and planting plans are used to derive quantity estimates
based on the initial site conditions. However, the stream widths, depths, and bank
slopes depicted and corresponding flow conditions are expected to shift over time
as the stream system becomes fully-stabilized and established. Consequently, the
site plans allow for the inherent adaptive processes that are anticipated as annual
inundation and drawdown cycles produce a dynamic equilibrium between stream
bed scouring, sedimentation, and vegetation encroachment that ultimately defines
a stable stream cross-section that also enhances spawning habitat.
In effect, the south stream is designed to apply a longitudinal slope that is not too
steep—causing bank erosion or bottom gravel movement downstream during the
low water open streamflow, or too mild—causing excessive sediment deposition
or bank encroachment that buries bottom gravels entirely. Although water depths
during the target lake inundation will not change appreciably, flow conditions are
expected to improve as the cross-section narrows; the main stream path stabilizes,
and vegetation growth reinforces banks to support steeper side slopes.
Fill material and placement – The composition and placement of various types

of fill materials used to create the south stream can influence the stream stability,
erosion, seepage, sediment deposition, hyporheic interflow through gravels, and
the overall project success. This includes materials used for rough site grading,
seepage cutoff, spawning gravels, and finished site landscaping.
The site plans combine rough grading with seepage cutoff as the foundation that
forms the major stream features. The stream layout incorporates haul ramps at
bends along south side. The ramps are constructed by compacting impervious fill
from the existing south access road. Then the bulk fill material is brought in for
rough grading including construction of rock reinforced stream banks. Once the
underlying contours are established, seepage cutoff trenches are cut to connect the
compacted ramps to existing banks across the new channel.
If possible, rough grading should use earth fill materials that are consistent with
historic conditions—perhaps excavated from a similar area near Upper Klamath
Lake. Having a similar geochemical composition may have less risk of adverse
water quality interactions. However, the fill materials cannot compact or settle so
much to alter the design grades. Seepage cutoff materials must have suitable clay
content to create an impervious barrier across the bulk fill zones.
After rough grading, the stream bottom is then over-excavated to install specified
cobble/gravel materials, log-weir drop structures, organic soils in planting zones,
and topsoil for finish landscape grading. These materials are not specified at this
time. Although the stream layout and slope are reasonable based on stream grade
control factors and hydraulic conditions, desired spawning gravel characteristics
such as cobble/gravel mixture size gradation and specific gravity are necessary to
refine the longitudinal slope and drop structure locations. Potential sources and
cost factors for these site work materials also remain to be determined.
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Site grading plans have also considered methods to integrate habitat enhancement
objectives with the dynamic cycles of inundation and drawdown. The annual flux
of up to six-feet creates subsurface gradients that can affect bank erosion, channel
stability, or seepage through newly placed fill materials. For example, steeper 1:1
bank slopes are only used on the outer stream bends toward the south because the
existing compacted access road is already compacted—to allow large rock placed
against the compacted material to help reinforce these steep banks against seepage
failure during drawdown. This also allows riparian willows or trees closer to the
water—to overhang and/or provide shaded cover from the southern sun over these
deeper stream bends.
Another critical site plan component is not visible from the surface. The seepage
cutoffs that cross the entire new created stream fill are a key feature to mitigate
annual water level fluctuations.
During inundation, permeable
earth materials near the stream
channel (especially the new fill)
become saturated to create bank
storage (figure 9) then as levels
drop again water seeps back out
Source: USGS, 1998
of the stream banks.
Figure 9. Bank storage conceptual diagram.

Rising and falling bank storage
cycles can produce pressure-gradients that cause seepage, piping of fine particles
to weaken stream banks or drop structures, or create an open subsurface flow path
that reduces (or eliminates) the amount of surface flow in the upper stream during
lake drawdown. Typical hyporheic subsurface flow patterns around grade drops
and through an alluvial gravel stream bottom are depicted in figure 10.

Source: USGS, 1998

Figure 10. Hyporheic flow at grade drop (A), and in alluvial stream bed (B).

Seepage cutoffs can alleviate stream stability problems and also provide potential
habitat benefits. For example, using a series of cutoffs at the stream drops would
allow more pervious fill material (more organic and/or gravel content) to be used
for reaches between cutoffs—to enhance hyporheic exchange with stream gravels
during spawning and the stirring, cleansing, and irrigation during drawdown.
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Vegetation planting plans
Planting of selected vegetation varieties is encouraged to ensure desirable species
are established and to reduce encroachment by invasive species in key emergent
and riparian zones indicated on the site plans (figure 12). Further design planning
should prepare detailed vegetation plans to identify critical planting areas and list
of species. Contract specifications that include planting methods, plant survival,
water control, and replanting requirements can be critical to establish vegetation
patterns with desirable habitat and functional characteristics.
Emergent wetland zones – Planting is necessary to establish sufficiently dense

stands of emergent vegetation in designated zones to reinforce steeper banks and
effectively narrow the streamflow path to enhance spawning habitat on the bottom
gravels. Water depth exceeding 2 feet is required to inhibit emergent plants from
overgrowing an area. In the north pond where water levels are fairly consistent,
substrate grades can be set 18 inches below low water for larger emergent species
(bulrush sp. preferred over cattail). In the south stream area, the fluctuating water
levels and bank slope gradients will require a more diverse array of plant varieties
ranging from semi-aquatic emergents closer to the streamflow to wetland sedges,
forbs, and grasses near the upland transition zones. Some natural succession and
sorting of these plant communities is expected to occur over time.
Riparian transitional zones – These transitional zones between the stream and

upland areas comprise wetland forbs, grasses, larger shrubs and trees. The small
grasses and wetland forbs can be established by seeding whereas individual plants
are indicated for riparian willows and trees. Around the north pond, transitional
zones are limited by the existing park landscaping. A few additional shrubs and
trees could be planted to replace existing willows, birch and poplar trees. In the
south spring area, transitional zone seeding and emergent planting is indicated to
stabilize the new created stream banks. Several new trees and willow stands are
included along the southern stream bends. This riparian vegetation zone will help
reinforce steeper banks and the trees and shrubs (willow/poplars) can overhang to
provide some shading and protective cover within the stream.

4.3

Longitudinal Profiles

Longitudinal profile diagrams that follow the stream bottom invert from the lake
channel to the spring sources are shown on S3 (figure 13). Profile AA follows the
bottom from the lake channel through the lower outlet stream and the pond to the
north springs. Profile BB extends from the lake channel along the created south
stream channel thalweg (bottom invert path) to the south spring outfall.
The vertical scale is exaggerated to visualize the channel slope, deep water zones,
and log weir drop structure. Maximum water depths are illustrated for the target
WSEL 4142. Existing grades along the profile are shown as dashed lines which
move up and down to show how the new meandering stream alignment intersects
higher and lower points of the existing site topography.
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4.4

Stream Cross Sections

Site plan concepts described previously are further illustrated in the cross section
diagrams for the south spring channel (Section CC) and the north spring channel
(Section DD) are shown on S4 (figure 14). Locations for these two cross sections
are indicated on the site plan (figure 12). The cross sections portray existing and
proposed grades, fill materials, water levels, and vegetation zones.
The south spring channel Section CC (looking downstream) shows the right bank
at a 3:1 slope with emergent and transitional vegetation zones and the left bank at
a 1:1 slope that is reinforced with large stacked boulders and the riparian trees and
shrubs above. Earthwork typically cannot exceed 3:1 slope without using clay fill
and/or compacting in lifts (not recommended). The left bank is partially cut into
the existing bank which further stabilizes these steeper banks. Vegetation on both
sides will help to bio-reinforce the bank slopes and effectively narrow the channel
to form the stable gravel stream bottom.
For the north spring channel Section DD, (looking downstream) illustrates there is
less earth work involved in this area. At this particular location, emergent islands
are mostly toward the right side of the center stream channel. The fill material is
placed to form a constant grade at a depth of 12 to 18 inches for the target water
level of 4142. It is important that initial grades are somewhat deeper to allow for
some aggradation and inhibit invasive plant growth. Also note that a large portion
of the existing pond bottom is covered with large boulders that create an uneven
bottom grade. As a result, the actual earthwork excavation and fill required in this
area could vary by about one-foot from the grades shown.

4.5

Details and Site Work Notes

Preliminary design details for the log-weirs and outlet stream control structures
are shown on S5 (figure 15). These details are intended to reflect viable design
principles; however, further refinement will be necessary to prepare final design
construction plans and specifications.
Plan and profile section views are shown for a typical log weir drop. The scheme
for construction involves placing and compacting the underlying impervious fill
material first, then excavating into the clay fill to form a foundation to anchor the
logs into the banks. Logs are sealed together and tied or pinned to make a single
unit that is placed in the trench, backfilled and compacted. Rock reinforcement is
used on banks leading into the wier gap and large boulders are set downstream of
the logs to hold the structure in place and resist scour erosion. The gravel/cobble
mix is used upstream and downstream to create a continuous path for fish.
Plan and profile section views are also included for a typical outlet stream control
box. There are two section details (Sections GG and HH) to illustrate a functional
design for a movable weir fitted to the control structure.
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Wingwalls (plan view) make a transition from the sloped banks to the vertical box
walls without restricting the bottom width. A steel grate is attached across the top
for access across the structure or to the weir for maintenance, flow measurement,
or collecting water samples. High and low water surface levels are shown in the
control structure profile detail (Section FF).
The movable weir details (Sections GG and HH) indicate how the water controls
would operate under either the weir fixed year-round or with the weir raised and
lowered each year. Tradeoffs are evident for either mode of operation. For fixed
operation, there is full-width fish passage over the lowered submerged weir at the
target water level in March. However, at drawdown, the north spring area would
have about a one-foot lower water level (WSEL ~4141) than existing which could
expose shallow areas and make emergent zones susceptible to drying or invasive
plant growth. With the weir raised, existing levels (WSEL ~4142) are maintained
during late season drawdown, at the expense of having to adjust the weir twice a
year and might restrict passage for trout later in the year. Water elevations shown
on the weir details incorporate calculated depths over the weir control.
Although a simple hinged weir plate is shown, an adjustable vertical weir would
provide added functionality. Detailed operating criteria are needed to refine the
design of these controls including the allowable water level range for the north
spring features within the main park areas, optimum conditions for shifting flows
between one or both outlet stream controls, and how operations and maintenance
activities will be accomplished (funding, agencies, etc.).

4.6

Further Project Planning Needs

The preliminary design plans identify essential features to enhance the spawning
habitat for Klamath suckers at Barkley Springs. Although no major problems are
evident that preclude further project planning, there are a few critical information
needs that will help in refining the site plans. In addition, it appears that adaptive
management planning could effectively address certain issues.
Additional information needs
Spring flow rates – Actual flow rates and seasonal fluctuations are necessary to

confirm the hydraulic design properties. Flow rates cannot be directly measured
at the site because both spring outfalls are submerged and seepage losses are not
known. Preliminary design assumed ~3 cfs for the north spring and ~2 cfs for the
south spring based. Survey data were used to evaluate these flow rates.
For the north spring, weir flow measured at the vertical standpipe outlet results in
an estimated flow range of 2.6 to 5.2 cfs corresponding 0.25 to 0.40 feet of water
over the crest. This indicates the standpipe outflow estimates are very sensitive to
crest measurement error. In addition, in July 2007, seepage from the north pond
was visible at the downstream end of the existing fish passage culvert.
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Estimates for the south spring range from 1.1 to 1.6 cfs based on assumptions for
flow through the collecting pool wall. The accuracy of the assumptions applied
and the potential unmeasured flow caused by leakage under the retainment wall or
seepage entering farther downstream are uncertain.
Spawning gravels – Additional information on the size gradation and materials

used for the spawning cobble-gravel mixture is needed to refine the south stream
design conditions. Although major changes are not expected, accurate data on the
substrate composition and flow rates can be used for sediment transport analyses
to verify or adjust the stream slope and drop structure locations. This information
might also affect the estimated quantities and project costs.
Adaptive management plans
Certain project planning questions are better addressed by developing an adaptive
management plan. This includes routine site management and longer term trends
that are anticipated. For example, the initial assumption for outlet stream control
involves using the upper outlet stream control exclusively for most of the year to
provide greater total flow through the upper stream during spawning. The lower
control is then opened late season as needed to pull flow through part of the north
pond. However, detailed guidelines including targeted flows, depths, and timing
for these operations are uncertain and will most likely require some trial iterations
to determine the best management scenario.
The stream plans that allow sediment movement and vegetation growth to define
and stabilize conditions within the artificial alluvium is a response to the unique
site conditions. The hydrologic regime is defined by the constant spring outflow
rates and the annual rise and fall in the lake water levels. This is much different
than a typical open watershed stream. In this case, although it is desirable to have
streaming and cleansing flows over the bottom gravels, too much stream power
that erodes banks or deposits bottom gravels downstream into the lake channel is
an unsustainable high maintenance problem. As a result, the controlling hydraulic
properties (tables 3 and 4) were used in conjunction with earthwork constraints to
define the initial stream conditions that are reasonably close so the self-adjusting
processes are not expected to modify the stream layout drastically. After that, the
inherent hydrologic regime and ecosystem processes can effectively fine-tune the
stream geometry and form a stabilized, low maintenance system.
Another way to look at this is the site grading and planting plans are designed to
create the infrastructure to accommodate the trajectory of processes anticipated
while allowing for some self-adjusting to prevalent conditions.
Overall, these site plans offer the greatest potential possible to enhance spawning
habitat within the existing site constraints. However, complete restoration of the
natural historic conditions is unrealistic considering the array of interactions and
existing land uses in the area. Nevertheless, the on-site habitat enhancements are
an important component of long term plans to restore a fully-functioning aquatic
ecosystem with improved habitat values at Barkley Springs.
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Figure 11. Existing conditions – site base map for Barkley Springs at Hagelstein Park.
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Figure 12. Site grading and planting plan – Barkley Springs preliminary site planning.
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Figure 13. Longitudinal stream profiles - Barkley Springs preliminary site planning.
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Figure 14. Stream channel cross-sections – Barkley Springs preliminary site planning.
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Figure 15. Details and site work notes – Barkley Springs preliminary site planning.
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5.0 SITE WORK QUANTITY ESTIMATES
Preliminary design quantity estimates are delineated for features described in the
site plans. This quantity information accurately indicates major cost components
and factors that could influence costs. However, itemized costs are not prepared
so that adjustments for labor rates, unit costs, or economic factors can be added
later to account for circumstances separately from this report.

5.1

Cost factors and information needs

Total project costs often include initial capital construction costs and annualized
site operations and maintenance (O&M) costs. Economic analysis can then assess
the total present worth value of the project over the design life. However, in this
case, mechanisms for obtaining project construction funds from multiple sources
and conducting site management or O&M remain to be determined.
Cost factors that are associated with the site construction are more straightforward
and are summarized based on the preliminary design site features described. Site
management and annual O&M activities are not described.
Site management activities include routine O&M such as adjusting the outlet weir
levels, removing debris, managing small mammals (beaver, muskrat), monitoring
certain aspects such as water levels, vegetation growth, initial grade stabilization,
or water quality conditions. Adaptive management topics also involve short term
site monitoring and adjustments for water control, bank grading, or stream gravels
during the first few years of operation. Detailed plans for these activities should
be evaluated and incorporated into further project plans.

5.2

Quantity breakdown methods

Project construction quantities are divided into site work categories and the types
of materials used. Quantity estimates are broken down according to the site plans
with apparent contingency factors described for each category. The estimates are
considered representative although some changes and refinements are expected to
occur as part of the final design details and specifications.
Fill materials
Earth fill materials include common excavation and common fill used for rough
site grading—particularly for the south stream channel area. These quantities are
based on the difference between existing and proposed site topography. Clay fill
is estimated from the dimensions of the seepage cutoff trenches and drop structure
backfill. Organic soils are estimated for emergent planting zones. All earthwork
quantities are in cubic yards with no allowance for shrinkage or compaction.
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Rock materials include cobbles, spawning gravels, and large boulders used for the
reinforced steep bank slopes. These materials are estimated as cubic yards based
on dimensions taken from the site plans. Factors for future planning include rock
placement or settling allowances and material specifications may require a weight
basis, minimum specific gravity, and specific material types or sources.
Structural materials
The only structures included in the site plans are the log-weir drop structures and
the outlet stream control boxes. Quantity estimates for the log-weirs are based on
the number of weirs and number of logs used in each structure. Minor items used
to seal gaps between logs and tie the log-poles together are not included.
Quantities for the outlet control boxes are based on the movable hinged weir-plate
design shown in the details (figure 12). Although the design details could change
if a different weir configuration is used, the quantity estimates are still expected to
represent a reasonable cost basis for project planning purposes. Quantities for the
outlet controls include concrete for the cast-in-place weir box, weir plates, access
grates, rubber seal, staff gauge, guardrails, and hardware that are itemized based
on the types of materials and units indicated in the preliminary plans.
Vegetation materials
Quantities for site vegetation planting include emergent wetland plants, trees, and
shrubs that are determined on numbers of individual plants and native wet grass
seeding based on the surface area of the transitional zones. The emergent plants
further assume a planting density planting on centers spaced three-feet apart over
the emergent areas indicated on the site plans (figure 9). An excess plant material
allowance to ensure coverage or replanting is an important consideration although
this is not included in these base material quantity estimates.
Detailed specifications including a separate site vegetation plan, plant species list,
planting methods for individual types or locations, and requirements for survival
or replanting are important aspects to include in final design planning.
Re-seeding or planting in other park landscaping areas disturbed by construction
are not estimated. Final design specifications often address this with finished site
clean-up, re-seeding for disturbed areas, and inspection requirements.

5.3

Preliminary design quantity estimates

Preliminary design quantity estimates are summarized in table 7. The description
of each component, item description, basis, and units are given along with notes
regarding conditions applied for each category. This information is intended for
use in further project planning. Itemized cost estimates based on these quantities
should also consider additional allowances for cost factors described previously as
well as contingencies, further final design development planning, local conditions,
and present date economic factors at the time of analysis.
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Table 7. Preliminary design quantity estimates – Barkley Springs.
Component

Description, Basis

Units

Quantity

Materials for Site Earthwork, Fill, and Rock Placement (1)
Common Excavation

Net cut existing/proposed main site grading areas

Cubic Yard

258

Common Fill

Net fill existing/proposed main site grading areas

Cubic Yard

3,870

Clay Fill

South stream access; 2’ wide cutoff trenches

Cubic Yard

355

Cobbles

Mixture all stream bottom; toed into bank slopes

Cubic Yard

830

Spawning Gravels

Mixture all stream bottom; toed into bank slopes

Cubic Yard

1,680

Organic Soils

12-18” layer; north/south emergent planting zones

Cubic Yard

150

Rock Bank Slopes

18” stacked rock reinforcement; 1:1 bank slopes

Cubic Yard

135

Materials for Grade Drops and Water Control Structures (2)
Logs for Weirs

3 each drop; 24" D X 20' L; straight, solid logs

Each

9

Filter Fabric

3 drops and 2 outlet boxes, 20’ x 20’ (approx.)

Square Feet

2,000

Outlet Boxes

2 each; Reinforced concrete; cast-in-place

Cubic Yard

17

Weir Plates

3/8" thick; Stainless steel, hinged weir plate

Pounds

2,600

Mounting Hardware

Misc. stainless steel; hinges, bolts, latches, etc.

Pounds

300

Weir Plate Seal

1/2" x 1" Rubber seal stripping at weir edge

Linear Feet

30

Staff Gauge

1 each box; Flow measurement attached gauge

Each

2

Guardrails

Wooden post and rail; along top each box

Linear Feet

130

Materials for Site Vegetation Planting and Seeding Plans (3)
Emergent Plants

Individual plants; 3-foot centers over zone areas

Each

4,400

Trees and Shrubs

Individual plants indicated on site planting plans

Each

75

Seeding

Native wet grass mix over transitional zone areas

Square Feet

19,500

Notes:

(1)

(2)

(3)

All earthwork quantities are based on existing site survey and preliminary design grading plans
with no allowance for shrinkage, swelling, or compaction after earthwork.
For log drop structures, minor items used to seal gaps between logs or tie log-poles together are
not included. Quantities for outlet control boxes are based on a simple hinged weir-plate shown
in the preliminary design details and could change if a different configuration is used.
Planting plans do not include an allowance for additional plant materials to ensure coverage or
replanting. Detailed vegetation plans including requirements for establishing different species,
plant survival and/or propagation could also affect quantity estimates and costs.
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Barkley Springs / Hagelstein Park Site Photographs

Site Photographs – May 2007
Site Photographs – May 2007
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A1. North pond looking south with south pond at distance – May 2007.

A2. North spring pond looking north toward spring outlet pool – May 2007.
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A3. North spring outlet with deep, clear water, and rock bottom – May 2007.

A4. North spring pond with aquatic macrophyte growth on bottom - May 2007.
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A5. South channel area looking north at high water - May 2007.

A6. South spring outlet pool submerged by high water – May 2007.
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A7. North pond with floating algae covering downstream end – July 2007.

A8. North pond showing 24-inch standpipe outlet control - July 2007.
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A9. South channel looking downstream at low water levels – July 2007.

A10. South spring source outlet pool at low water – July 2007.
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ATTACHMENT B

11x17 Preliminary Design Drawings

S1. Existing Conditions – Base topography and site mapping
S2. Site Plans – Proposed site grading and vegetation planting plans
S3. Profiles – Longitudinal profiles through north and south springs
S4. Sections – Cross sections for proposed north and south streams
S5. Details – Log-weir drop structures and outlet control structures
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